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19th April 2018

Dear Parents/Carers,
Last term, every child at Coleham completed a questionnaire, as we were keen to find out what our
children think about our school. There were lots of fantastic comments and ideas that we will take on
board in the future.
Here are the results of the Children’s Questionnaire:
Strongly
agree

Questions

Agree

Disagree

(Sometimes)

(Hardly Ever)

(Mostly)
I enjoy school

72%

26%

2%

I feel safe when I am at school

72%

18%

0%

I learn a lot in lessons

73%

26%

1%

I think school facilities are good

81%

19%

0%

Behaviour is good during lessons

58%

41%

1%

Behaviour is good during lunchtimes

55%

44%

1%

Adults care about me

87%

13%

0%

Selfless ◊ Self-assured ◊ Successful
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Adults praise my work

68%

30%

2%

Adults show me how to make my work better

84%

15%

1%

I like school dinners

55%

44%

1%

Other children are kind and friendly

54%

44%

2%

I enjoy playtimes and lunchtimes

74%

24%

2%

Overall, we feel that the questionnaire results are really positive, though there are always areas to work on
and we will be building some of the feedback and ideas into our School Development Plan for 2018-19.
We also asked the children to tell us what they liked about our school. We were overwhelmed with all of
the positive comments. Here are a few, which represent the most common themes:
“If I try my best and get it wrong it doesn’t matter.”
“The teachers are kind and helpful.”
“Everybody cares about us on the playground.”
“They have people who help you through hard time like Miss Mills and Mrs Nash”.
“My school keeps us safe and makes sure that nobody comes in unless they have a badge”.
“They give us advice to improve our work”.
“Teaching me to believe in me”.
It was lovely to receive such positive feedback from the children. We are really looking forward to using
the children’s comments, along with all of the parent comments from our recent questionnaire, to improve
our school further this term and beyond.
Yours sincerely,

Claire Jones
Headteacher
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